E X C E E D I N G LY F I N E S PA R K L I N G W I N E
F R O M I TA LY ' S V E N E T O

The Champagne of Venice

FLOR

Prosecco
V E N E T O

"Participating in the life cycle of the vine is one of the
greatest privileges men can have in their earthly lives."
- Joseph Bastianich

Joseph Bastianich and his mother Lydia founded Azienda Agricola Bastianich in their
ancestral home of Friuli-Venezia Giulia in 1997. They embraced a simple but pure objective:
create unique yet terroir-driven Italian wines of outstanding quality from indigenous and
international grape varieties.
Bastianich has continued his winemaking interests and ideals with this newest project,
Flor. Prosecco is Venice's answer to Champagne, but the Flor bottlings exceed Prosecco's
prerequisite fruit-driven, vivacious celebratory nature, existing as more than exemplary:
these are deeply pleasurable wines of exceptional character and complexity.
Produced primarily from Valdobbiadene grapes hand-selected with great care by Joe
Bastianich, Flor Prosecco and its rosé incarnation are delicious and impressively dynamic
sparkling wines that complement a breathtaking array of foods and circumstances.
Available in both bottles and magnums.
PROSECCO in bottle and magnum
fine perlage; impressive complexity: an exuberant aromatic profile of mixed summer
fruits – particularly stone fruits – alongside a strong citrus component; the creamy
palate shows plenty of fresh fruit character with a little almond bite
PROSECCO ROSÉ in bottle and magnum
fragrant cherry and strawberry nose introduces a palate of ripe but crisp red fruits;
delicate and fruity, with fine bubbles and creamy mousse; in addition to contributing a
rich salmon pink hue, 10% Pinot Noir brings structure and weight
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